Driving personalized medicine: capturing maximum net present value and optimal return on investment

In order for personalized medicine to meet its potential future promise, a closer focus on the work being carried out today and the foundation it will provide for that future is imperative. While big picture perspectives of this still nascent shift in the drug-development process are important, it is more important that today’s work on the first wave of targeted therapies is used to build specific benchmarking and financial models against which further such therapies may be more effectively developed. Today’s drug-development teams need a robust tool to identify the exact drivers that will ensure the successful launch and rapid adoption of targeted therapies, and financial metrics to determine the appropriate resource levels to power those drivers. This special report will describe one such benchmarking and financial model that is specifically designed for the personalized medicine field and will explain how the use of this or similar models can help to capture the maximum net present value of targeted therapies and help to realize optimal return on investment.

The pharmaceutical industry has spent decades and invested significant resources researching and understanding the optimal drivers to ensure the adoption of ‘one-size-fits-all’ (OSFA) drugs so that the maximum net present value (NPV) is captured. Extensive business intelligence has also been invested in designing financial metrics to understand the resources those drivers require to ensure therapy adoption and an optimal return on investment (ROI). These two functions – the drivers and financial metrics that are necessary to drive the adoption of therapies – have been built into robust benchmarking models against which drug-development teams can measure the work being carried out on new therapies to ensure their successful launch and adoption.

However, by contrast, to date there has been very little work carried out on building a similar benchmarking model specific to the field of personalized medicine (PM). Without such a model, and without business intelligence on relevant analogs and robust financial metrics that provide the foundation for such a model, pharmaceutical development teams naturally tend to depend on methods they have used historically. Working on the assumption that a targeted therapy is merely the combination of a stand-alone test and an OSFA drug, these teams deploy the same drivers used for OSFA drugs and allocate resources to targeted therapies in sums that are significantly larger than what the intended market for such a therapy would seemingly require. Unfortunately, these teams are all too often surprised to discover that in spite of their best efforts and ample resources, the drug still fails to meet its therapeutic goals.

This is because, as obvious a statement as it may seem, a targeted therapy is simply not the same as a OSFA drug. Contrary to what may seem logical, a targeted therapy cannot simply be resourced as though it were a OSFA drug and hoped to succeed. In-depth research and analysis of the PM space to date, as well as the numerous cases where analogies may be drawn from outside what are traditionally considered ‘personalized medicine cases’, clearly indicates that targeted therapies require different resources and inputs, and have different drivers that are necessary to successfully achieve the therapy’s goals.

Compounding the difficulty in this space is the fact that companion diagnostics do not often behave in the market in the same way that traditional stand-alone diagnostics have done historically. Put simply, targeted therapies – those drugs whose use is guided by and intended to be used with a companion diagnostic test – are fundamentally different products and do not behave in the market in the same way as either a OSFA drug or a stand-alone diagnostic test. New research and new benchmarking models are needed that are specifically tailored to this new drug-development paradigm.
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This special report describes a study undertaken to demonstrate the effect of a companion diagnostic on a specific disease area – rheumatoid arthritis (RA) – where only OSFA drugs had previously been available. The study further considered how companion diagnostics could be used to reshape the existing OSFA therapy market. This study was the genesis of a benchmarking and financial model that was specifically designed for the PM field. This paper will describe that model and explain how the use of this or similar models can help to capture the maximum NPV of targeted therapies and help to realize the optimal ROI.

Lack of robust benchmarking analysis to date

While much has been discussed of late regarding the various investment metrics and possible returns to be realized from PM (e.g., see [1–6]), very little discussion has been directed at exactly how to ensure the success of these targeted therapies. While one can find numerous articles and editorials on the success of PM, as exemplified by Herceptin® (Genentech, CA, USA) and Tarceva® (Genentech, CA USA and OSI Pharmaceuticals, NY, USA), these articles contain almost no discussion of why and how these targeted therapies were apparently successful, while other therapies, such as Epzicom™ (GlaxoSmithKline, London, UK) and Tykerb® (GlaxoSmithKline), were not.

In fact, stakeholders seem curiously hesitant to construct or deploy a robust lens designed to illuminate exactly what drives a successful targeted therapy, or to measure the outcome of such planning using any sort of concrete financial discipline. Little work has been carried out to determine what exactly drives a successful targeted therapy, to rank those drivers based on their relative strengths and to translate those metrics into a development program that provides the same type of standardized, proactive approach to planning a targeted therapy that already exists for OSFA drugs. More specifically, we believe that the absence of robust financial benchmarking models based on generally accepted accounting procedures (GAAP) and specifically applied to the targeted therapy space is serving to hinder the analysis and diffusion of PM within and across multiple product teams, and is preventing relevant investment analysis by senior management and institutional investors alike.

It is imperative that the industry implements the same sort of disciplined benchmarking and financial analysis that currently enables the development of OSFA therapies, in conjunction with the creation of GAAP that are specifically geared towards targeted therapies. By implementing this same discipline, team leaders, management and corporate-level executives will be able to provide coherent answers as to what the exact drivers are that must be hit in development and launch in order to optimize the NPV of targeted therapies and to ensure the greatest ROI (Box 1).

Optimizing the NPV on personalized medicine: a pharmaceutical model

Acknowledging that the drug-development process is costly, time consuming and highly complex [7,8], drug-development teams currently adopt a standardized, orderly and proactive approach to the development process of OSFA drugs. This allows for the best possible use of the team’s time and resources, reduction of as much risk as possible of the asset being abandoned and the possibility of optimizing NPV and maximizing ROI for the drug.

In order to achieve this proactive approach to drug development, the industry deploys a robust set of benchmarks, GAAP, financial metrics based on prior drug launches and analogs to evaluate what has worked and, equally importantly, what has not worked. This allows development teams to evaluate their activities and benchmark them against the ‘prior art’ in the space in order to optimize the NPV of a new asset by ensuring that all of the drivers necessary for the success of the launched therapy are properly hit and resourced. Given the length and cost of the drug-development process, it is imperative that careful consideration of all of the significant factors that have a substantial impact

**Box 1. Definitions of NPV and ROI.**

- Net present value (NPV) is a standard method for considering the present value of a specific investment’s future net cash flow, discounting the initial investment. NPV uses the concept of the time value of money to consider the value of investing in longer-term projects that will divert cash flows from being deployed elsewhere. If the NPV is positive, the investment should be made, while if the NPV is negative, the full value of the investment would be better realized elsewhere.

- Return on investment (ROI) is a measure of the ratio of money gained or lost on a project, relative to the amount of money invested.
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on the development and future success of the therapy are undertaken in order to appropriately allocate resources.

As a consequence of the lack of similar benchmarking work carried out to date in the PM field, exploration of targeted therapies is almost institutionally confined to those instances where during development, drugs are found to only work in responder groups. By contrast, a robust benchmarking model would allow for the broader exploration of how a companion diagnostic strategy might be leveraged in other instances, such as helping to develop a market or improve drug adherence in drug classes where poor adherence is a persistent and significant clinical concern. This myopic view of the potential of targeted therapies highlights the fact that drug-development teams are, perhaps unknowingly, entrenched in a culture of avoidance of targeted therapy development, maybe because they do not have the proper tools to benchmark and assess their activities.

There is also an underlying misconception that the same drivers that ensure the success of a OSFA therapy will also work for a targeted therapy, and there is a tendency to allocate resources in a similar manner on the assumption that 'more is better'. Lacking indepth research and business intelligence on relevant analogs, these teams naturally depend on methods they previously carried out, often relying on a superficial analysis of what works and what fails in the diagnostic space based on minimal due diligence and experiences with OSFA drugs. In other words, unlike OSFA development teams, who rely on a rich vein of research and an analysis of what has worked in the past, teams tasked with developing targeted therapies must often start from scratch and reinvent the development process with every targeted asset.

However, in order to capitalize on the potential NPV and realize the maximum ROI of targeted therapies, the development teams must come to understand what drives such therapies to be successful in the market. It is clear from the only marginal success of many targeted therapies (see also 9) that it takes more than simply a viable market and a reasonable amount of science. In fact, Diaceutics (Belfast, Northern Ireland, UK) estimates that the Herceptin franchise, which is typically viewed as the poster child for PM, has lost an estimated US$3 billion in additional cumulative revenue as a result of the poorly executed companion diagnostic strategy since the first launch of the drug. What is required is a standardized development model that is specific to the targeted therapy space, which highlights what activities are most likely to result in a successful launch and provides an understanding of the proper resources required to drive those activities.

Initial study: effect of a companion diagnostic in the rheumatoid arthritis space

In 2005, Roche Molecular Diagnostics (Basel, Switzerland), through their SynergysDx initiative, engaged Diaceutics in assessing the impact of a novel prognostic on a profiled targeted therapy’s ROI, and more particularly, to demonstrate the effect of a companion diagnostic on a specific disease area in which only OSFA therapies had been available to date. More specifically, Diaceutics was asked to apply an early iteration of its ‘Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) Financial Benchmarking Model’, which utilizes an evidence-based methodology to predict future events based on the past trends of similar cases with similar characteristics. Diaceutics was also asked to model what the value would be, in terms of NPV and ROI, of pairing a diagnostic test with a novel disease-modifying drug, which otherwise only worked in 35% of all patients.

The original work was focused in the therapeutic area of RA. Owing to prescription complexity and market competition, any new RA drug faced tremendous challenges that could potentially be overcome by a targeted approach. At the time, DMARDs were evolving into a highly competitive drug class, with a forecast that by 2012 there would be 30 varieties on the market, equating to approximately US$10 billion, or between 50–80% of the overall RA treatment market. However, new DMARDs were expected to have the same or fewer responder profiles as those on, or near to, the market at the time, and their efficacy was limited by the late identification of 25% or more patients. Therefore, a primary goal for any future treatment innovation was to be able to enhance the impact of DMARDs by identifying the patients who are most likely to suffer greatest and to enable them to be treated early and aggressively.

Together with Roche, we modeled a novel candidate therapy (NCT) as a disease-modifying injectable biologic drug, targeted at RA patients of 35 years of age or older who would be most likely to suffer severe and work-restricting disease and for whom early and aggressive therapy would slow progression to severe disease. In conjunction with this NCT, we also modeled a novel candidate prognostic (NCP), designed to
facilitate the early identification of patients who possess the combination of cytokines associated with progression to severe disease [10]. The initial work on the model was validated and presented by Roche at the IBC Personalized Medicine Conference held in Boston (MA, USA) on 15 September 2005.

**Initial model & research method**

The Diaceutics financial benchmarking model utilizes CBR, a research tool originated by the US Navy that first appeared in commercial applications in the early 1990s. Since then, it has been used in a wide number of applications in both the academic and commercial fields. CBR is of particular use to decision-makers when a wide body of previous situations or cases exist that can be called on to determine the values for decision variables and decision tree frameworks, by comparing the hypothetical case with the known value or behavior of something similar. CBR collects previous examples that are similar to the current problem, or from which reasonable analogies may be drawn, to enable the creation of reasonable answers to solve present problems, rather than simply relying on heuristic or speculative resolutions. As Angus Hastie, Director of Marketing and Business Development for Roche Molecular Diagnostics stated, “[c]ase-based reasoning takes the guesswork out of the fiscal assessment … by finding real-world cases, pooling them, and examining the trends” [101].

The first iteration of the Diaceutics CBR Financial Benchmarking Model relied on 53 cases compiled from a combination of published studies, IMS data, research from selected industry journals and commissioned research. Although at the time there were only a few examples of therapeutics being sold directly in conjunction with diagnostics, there were many more existing cases where therapeutics had worked in harmony or disharmony with diagnostics in the market. Thus, reasonable analogies could be drawn from these cases and applied to determine how a companion diagnostic might be used to differentiate a new entrant into the RA space. The 53 cases spanned ten therapeutic areas reaching back over 14 years.

Utilizing this proprietary library of analogs, next Diaceutics identified all of the therapies whose market position had been affected or influenced, either directly or indirectly, by the use of a diagnostic. Initial analysis of these analogs determined that seven variables (or drivers) were most likely to impact a pharmaceutical revenue stream for a blockbuster or specialty drug. These seven drivers directly or indirectly impacted the therapy revenue and profit stream and were, in turn, directly or indirectly impacted by key commercialization decisions. Direct drivers refer to those variables that can be directly influenced by the availability of a diagnostic. ‘Indirect’ refers to those variables that have no diagnostic element, but whose value may be influenced by the availability of a diagnostic. The seven drivers were:

- Therapy price
- RESPONDER profile to therapy
- Earlier therapy use
- Faster therapy adoption
- Competitive advantage through differentiation conferred by the diagnostic
- Patient adherence
- Speed of erosion of the market owing to generic competition

Further assumptions built into the model included a responder rate to the NCT out of the entire DMARD candidate RA patient pool of 50%, and a trial and error rate of 18%, which represented those patients who would empirically be identified for the NCT without the use of the NCP but who would respond to therapy. It was assumed that 80% of all patients from the entire patient RA pool would be tested with the NCP and that 56% of those would have a positive test result. Of that positive prognostic test result group of 56%, we modeled three different percentages of candidates who would thereafter proceed to long-term therapy at rates of 36, 42 and 56%, respectively. These rates of physician propensity to prescribe (P2P) – defined as the rate of prescriptions written by a physician in response to a positive test result – are based on the low, medium and high rates of P2P noted for the use of HER2 testing and Herceptin since its initial launch in 1998 [102].

The following specific assumptions were used to model the potential drivers for a targeted DMARD. ROI, including overall revenues and development costs, was only accessed for the US market, assuming a 12-year life-cycle from launch. Earnings before net income and tax were calculated on a 15% trading margin based on research that estimates this average across the industry [78]. Development costs for
the therapy were estimated at US$360 million with NPV and ROI calculations based on an 11% cost of capital (Box 2). Finally, no additional costs attributable to marketing for the diagnostic were included in the model, nor were any costs of development associated with the novel candidate test (Box 3).

### Initial study findings

Overall, the analysis revealed that a companion diagnostic, used to its optimum potential to shape the therapeutic market and to increase research and development (R&D) productivity, creates an additional NPV reservoir in PM. In this particular field of disease-modifying drugs, of which there were five at the time, we calculated the NPV for the existing therapies to be US$195 million. Combined analysis of the seven drivers set at the mean of all cases in the database, and at a P2P rate of 36%, suggested that a NCT used in conjunction with a NCP would deliver a positive NPV of US$34 million, representing a total value of US$229 million compared with the base case [11]. In other words, the PM-specific CBR Financial Benchmarking Model, built on assumptions and cases that are specifically relevant to the PM field, indicated that the cost of developing and implementing a companion diagnostic in the field of RA could potentially increase the ROI for such therapies by as much as US$34 million, even at late-stage planning.

In our estimation, this reflected the most conservative scenario undertaken with the least amount of proactive, standardized planning. By adjusting the drivers to allow for more relevant comparative cases and, most crucially, by initiating planning much earlier in the development life-cycle, the reservoir of NPV could be optimized to US$174 million or a US$369 million improvement over the base case [11].

In other words, the PM-specific CBR Financial Benchmarking Model, built on assumptions and cases that are specifically relevant to the PM field, indicated that the cost of developing and implementing a companion diagnostic in the field of RA could potentially increase the ROI for such therapies by as much as US$34 million, even at late-stage planning.

Our sensitivity analysis suggested that estimates of the market impact of all drivers would need to be overestimated by 33% before our NPV would become negative.

Most notable were our findings that a significant additional NPV could be realized, even when companion diagnostic development was initiated late in the development process, as seen in Figure 1, but that the greatest gains were realized earlier the planning for companion diagnostics was incorporated into the development life-cycle. Furthermore, we also note that while these drivers can have a positive effect on the overall success of the targeted therapy, any missteps in implementing a driver can have an equally negative effect on the asset’s overall NPV.

Based on the outcome of the Roche study, we continued to research and develop the Diaceutics CBR Benchmarking and Financial Model in order to provide drug-development teams with a standardized, robust tool for demonstrating exactly which drivers are most effective in ensuring a successful targeted therapy. This would allow teams to tap into the pool of additional NPV, which the initial model demonstrated to exist in PM, in order to maximize the ROI of the targeted therapy and, more importantly, to provide evidence to support their activities and resource allocation.

Over the last 4 years, our continued research has resulted in an expansion in the number of analogs from 53 to over 200 instances in which a test and drug have interacted negatively or positively in the marketplace. Using these analogs to specifically benchmark targeted therapies, we built out the initial model further to create a fully interactive, evidence-based benchmarking and financial model, designed to allow teams to assess and benchmark the work being carried out on the development of a targeted therapy. From the seven drivers identified in the initial study, our analysis has revealed a further three drivers that have a significant impact on the potential success of a targeted therapy.

To validate the model, we ran it against all the available information on the development process and sales curve of Herceptin as well as against three other targeted therapies currently

---

**Box 2. NPV and ROI calculations.**

The financial metrics employed were based on traditional financial metrics used throughout the pharmaceutical industry in the one-size-fits-all drug development model. Thus, we considered NPV as the present value (at year 0) of the product, including accumulated earnings and initial investments, discounted for the time value of money (over 12 years). The ROI utilized the internal rate of return as the average return on the investment over a 12-year period with accumulated revenue being equal to the total revenue earned over the same time period.

NPV: Net present value; ROI: Return on investment.
being marketed for diabetes, infectious diseases and oncology. To demonstrate this model, as seen in Figure 2, we started with the base curve for the adoption of an OSFA drug as defined by the work completed by DiMasi et al. in 1994, which looked at the typical sales curve of drugs launched between 1963 and 1992 as a function of time to adoption (illustrated by the green line in Figure 2). Based on the validation process described above, we hypothesized that, realistically, any one targeted development project is only likely to be able to take advantage of, and sufficiently optimize, three–four of the ten drivers, as illustrated by the violet ‘Optimum PM Case’ line in Figure 2.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the Diaceutics CBR Financial Benchmarking Model clearly demonstrates that undertaking certain PM-specific

---

**Box 3. Consequential costs.**

Research indicated that taken together these two costs were relatively inconsequential, representing approximately US$50 million in additional cost over the development lifecycle, which would have reduced the NPV by US$15 million or less. Furthermore, a base case was established demonstrating that without a companion diagnostic strategy, the novel candidate therapy would have a negative NPV of -US$260 million and would obviously not have preceded any further in development.

---

**Figure 1. The value of timely planning.** Diaceutics Case-Based Reasoning Financial Benchmarking Model.
NPV: Net present value; PHC: Personalized healthcare.
activities or drivers and allocating the appropriate resources to those drivers increases the NPV of targeted therapies by shifting the adoption and sales curve of such therapies to earlier in time. This allows teams to capture a market share earlier in the adoption curve, thereby increasing the overall ROI. However, the Roche study and model also demonstrated the critical point that undertaking development of a biomarker into a companion diagnostic in an incomplete or hesitant manner can have an equally negative impact on NPV. This provides even further justification for the importance of GAAP specifically tailored to this space.

Ten drivers of targeted therapies
A brief review of the ten drivers that the Diaceutics CBR Financial Benchmarking Model indicates as having the most significant impact on the potential success of a targeted therapy are listed below.

- Optimize research & development investment
One of the great hopes for the implementation of PM is the possibility that it will reduce the time and cost of drug development. However, at present, implementing a PM strategy is likely to increase the cost of R&D. Project-specific
investments in biomarkers, pharmacogenetics and diagnostics must be accounted for in the project and are likely to be additional to the costs for OSFA therapies. While this may be offset by smaller clinical trials at Phase III, failure to consider potential targeting strategies sufficiently early in the planning process can undercut these potential cost savings.

Unfortunately, the current US regulatory environment, with regard to companion diagnostic approvals and the necessity to obtain clinical trial data in ‘all-comers’ rather than simply in the biomarker-positive population, significantly undercuts the possibility of this as a future savings strategy. However, this may still be possible outside the USA where regulatory schemes are presently more flexible.

■ Value Rx pricing
Pricing premiums for significantly improved clinical efficacy and improved safety are likely supportable in PM. Research corroborates the widely held belief that the ROI from a targeted therapy will never generate more revenue than what could have been created under a traditional OSFA model [12]. However, that same research finds that those returns will not be as low as is widely believed based on premium pricing structures [12]. In addition, the opportunity to introduce evidence-based, value-based pricing models may allow for higher payer-supported pricing points in the future.

■ Earlier Rx market revenue
Although the regulatory landscape is still evolving, it is hoped that PM will eventually lead to the allowance of smaller and more elegantly designed clinical trials, as well as expedited regulatory reviews. In tandem, these two opportunities will allow for earlier therapy launches that, in turn, will further shift the sales and adoption curve of such therapies, enabling faster ROI. This early-to-market opportunity is already practiced in orphan drug areas and was utilized in the case of Herceptin.

■ Faster Rx adoption
Research demonstrates that historically, the average time for drugs to reach peak sales is 4.5 years [7,8]. This adoption curve is lengthened when looking at diagnostics, which historically have a slower market-diffusion and adoption rate than drugs. So, how to get doctors to adopt new drugs used in conjunction with tests more quickly? Research on analogs demonstrates that by providing physicians with clear, concise and specific evidence demonstrating the value proposition of a targeted therapy, more physicians will become ‘early adopters’.

Diagnostic tests can actually help to provide that evidence by assisting in the prognosis and monitoring of patients and by eliminating skepticism on behalf of prescribers that are typically slower to adopt new technologies. Furthermore, in certain instances, the use of diagnostics means that there will be less potential for adverse events, easing physicians’ concern. With this, there will be a wider base of early adopters, which will speed up the adoption of the therapy and increase its usage in the rest of the physician population.

As with the prior driver, anything that moves a therapy to market faster will result in a faster ROI. Thus, a proper and focused commercialization effort, where diagnostics illustrate and enable understanding of an unmet need, is imperative to properly prepare the market to be receptive to a new targeted therapy. When properly deployed, this driver can achieve faster-to-peak sales curves than the normal.

For example, Merck (NJ, USA) effectively used a companion diagnostic strategy to increase awareness of bone-density measurement prior to, and during, the launch years of Fosamax®. This directly helped Fosamax achieve and retain market leadership.

■ Better Rx differentiation
The pharmaceutical industry has long redefined markets as drugs mature, face competition or go off-patent using the standard ‘Four Horsemen’ of differentiation – efficacy, safety, convenience and cost-effectiveness. This product differentiation can result in the ability to capture a greater market share, charge higher prices, deflect competitive initiatives, command greater buyer loyalty and stimulate earlier trial and referrals of products [13].

Forget the idea that segmentation results in smaller markets. A drug being given to 1000 patients that is only effective in 500 patients is not a treatment for a patient population of 1000. It is a drug that is only appropriate for 500 patients. Targeted therapies may actually allow a company to reach beyond those 500 patients. According to IMS Health (CT, USA), prescribers are more likely to use a drug that comes with a test, at a rate of 70–90% higher than other more traditional drugs, because the test provides greater evidence of likely positive patient outcome.

For example, consider the case of Takeda’s Actos® (Osaka, Japan), a peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor (PPAR) agonist for the
management of diabetes. In 2005, it was used to treat approximately 1.5 million diabetics in the USA. According to EvaluatePharma® (London, UK), it had 50% of the market share, putting the ‘hypothetical’ total patient pool at 3 million diabetics. However, epidemiology studies, demonstrated that there were almost 9 million US patients with insulin-resistant diabetes at that time, a significant percentage of which could hypothetically have benefited from Actos. Why weren’t these patients switched to Actos? The answer, perhaps, goes back to physicians’ reluctance to switch their patients’ therapies, even if they are not achieving optimal results. But the additional confidence gained and the higher degree of evidence made possible through the use of a diagnostic test may be just what the doctor ordered. Thus, by actually segmenting the market and by treating that segment more efficiently, companies have the potential to access at least similar patient numbers to what was seen in the Blockbuster Model.

It is already well understood that the simplest step of differentiating your product in the crowded clinical marketplace – whether through better dosing, reduced adverse effects or greater efficacy – can greatly increase returns for a comparatively small input. Personalization represents the possible ‘Fifth Horseman’ and is an effective and powerful tool for segmenting and defining clinically meaningful patient populations for whom the drug works. Personalization can enable therapies to be regarded as niche and as such, they are significantly differentiated from remaining competition. In niche drug markets, therapies can enjoy the monopolistic benefits typical of a ‘first-to-market drug’, although they are only appropriate for a discrete patient subset.

Higher propensity to prescribe
Research on PM-specific analogs demonstrates that one of the most important drivers in ensuring the success of a targeted therapy is ensuring that a high rate of prescriptions are written by a physician in response to a positive test result, or P2P.

Unfortunately, drug-development teams often instinctively believe that their commercialization efforts only need to go as far as ensuring that the physician is aware of the test on the assumption that a positive test result will automatically lead to a drug prescription. However, research clearly indicates that this is not the case and that ensuring a high rate of P2P requires very specific commercialization efforts that are not normally undertaken as part of the OSFA protocol.

For example, one study looking at barriers to the adoption of Herceptin found that a full 7 years after the launch of the drug and test, 20% of physicians failed to understand how to correctly interpret the test results they were receiving [14]. This lack of understanding, which was not being addressed by the manufacturer, led to a significantly lower number of prescriptions being written. Sales data from IMS Advanced Oncology Analyzer™ indicated that even after 8 years of marketing in the USA, Herceptin’s P2P for its advanced breast cancer indication was only 70%, and only 40% in early-stage breast cancer, in 2007 [102].

Improved Rx compliance
It is widely accepted that the lack of patient compliance with medical recommendations, especially for drug therapy regimens, represents a complex challenge. Studies have demonstrated than non-compliance causes 125,000 deaths annually in the USA [15] and leads to 10% of hospital admissions, costing the healthcare system approximately US$15.2 billion annually [16].

However, diagnostics incorporated into patient management can be an effective patient motivator for compliance to drug regimens. A model for this can easily be seen in the use of routine low-density lipoprotein and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol testing to help patients better adhere to therapy [17]. Interestingly, the cost of supporting a diagnostic monitoring strategy can be significant and may not be financially attractive in all therapy areas. By contrast, the ability to improve adherence levels by only 1–2% may be worth adopting a more comprehensive diagnostic strategy where adherence levels hover between 50 and 60%.

Extended Rx life-cycle
Utilizing diagnostics to identify unmet demand can lead to new patentable indications and may have a role in extending the drug life-cycle. While this is, as yet, largely unexplored in the PM setting, analysis of surrogates for how proprietary biomarkers can provide greater market share to generic therapies implies the potential of designing better strategies earlier. This approach underpins the business model of Prometheus Laboratories (CA, USA) in the Crohn’s disease area.

Dx adoption
Driving Dx adoption is critical to enabling access to a targeted therapy with very close label links between the drug and test. Driving test
One-size-fits-all tax/bonus

The pharmaceutical industry currently faces millions of US dollars in direct annual litigation expenses and immeasurable negative effects, both affecting its reputation and bottom line, from the negative perception of the industry arising from those lawsuits. Utilizing diagnostics to filter out patients who are likely to experience adverse events is an effective way of avoiding the significant revenue and reputation destruction that may occur when minor clinical trial adverse event observations translate into significant whole population impacts and the resulting litigation. This ‘OSFA tax’ is factored into the costs of development and the decision matrix of whether or not to pursue certain assets through development. Thus, a drug-development strategy that reduces this ‘tax’ risk should be regarded as providing a bonus owing to the probability of avoiding the OSFA litigation downside (and concomitantly, OSFA therapies should be taxed with the probability of incurring these litigations).

Conclusion

The key point to be taken from this research is that assuming that the economics of a OSFA therapy are applicable to a targeted therapy is a dangerous premise that has not proven itself in actual development. While it seems instinctively correct that placing the same resources behind a targeted therapy should result in a success equal to that experienced with a OSFA drug, that is simply not the case. Targeted therapies do not act in the same way as OSFA drugs in the marketplace and development teams need a better understanding of what and how much real investment it takes to actually drive a targeted therapy to success before PM can move forward.

This need is particularly urgent given the current estimates that anywhere between 25–50% of future drug launches could be PMs targeted by genetic or molecular tests, imaging or computer-based algorithms [18]. An understanding of the real worth of investing in PM, and how to ensure those opportunities are maximized, seems noticeably absent. Rather than focusing on providing the ‘proof in the pudding’ of this new development model, instead, the majority of publications and discussions to date seem to focus on the attitudes of payers or consumers to paying for such targeted therapies or the potential improved opportunities that these new drugs represent for the diagnostic industry. These discussions put the ‘cart before the horse’ in failing to provide insight into how exactly targeted therapies can successfully be developed.

As further development work is carried out on targeted therapies, these drivers need to be captured, measured and further incorporated into benchmarking models that utilize a set of PM-specific GAAP metrics, to allow them to be used in a disciplined and standardized way and to be proactively managed and deployed by individual teams. Furthermore, these drivers need to be fully incorporated into internal and external investment meetings so that the financial metrics behind them are more transparent and fully understood. Only by deploying the same type of resources used to date in the OSFA area in order to research and construct a robust benchmarking model that is specifically appropriate to the PM field will the pharmaceutical industry ensure that these new targeted therapies meet their expected potential.

Future perspective

At present, stakeholders in the PM space mainly view this ongoing shift in the drug-development paradigm through a narrow lens, predominantly as an aid to enhance R&D productivity within the currently challenged OSFA drug-development model. In our view, PM certainly has far greater potential than this limited application as an R&D enhancement tool. Not only do we see its ability to significantly reshape the current market dynamics for the pharmaceutical industry, but we also anticipate that it will prove to be a cornerstone in the new foundation of how
healthcare is delivered, providing the vehicle by which a more integrated, joined up overall value chain of healthcare may be structured. We have already seen a limited number of companies endeavoring to put into place an internal structure, not only to ensure that PM is infused throughout their organizations, but also to consider how this greater potential of PM might be leveraged to change the market dynamics for therapies from development to delivery.

However, in a landscape that is rapidly changing as a result of both internal and external pressures currently being brought to bear on the healthcare industry as a whole, stakeholder perspectives about their business models, the assumptions that drive their current business, their usual practices, standard operating procedures and roles must also change. It is not possible to successfully develop, launch and drive adoption of a targeted therapy when your perspective is that it is not much different to a OSFA drug paired with a stand-alone diagnostic. While it may seem sophomoric, it needs repeating: a targeted therapy and companion diagnostic are not simply a stand-alone therapy and a stand-alone diagnostic marketed together. When developed and launched in combination, it may be said that the two are greater than the sum of their parts, requiring new insights and business intelligence to allow them to achieve optimal goals.

Much has been written about the need for payers and regulatory agencies to change their usual perspectives and to take a more flexible and open-minded approach to PMs. While this is true, it is also true that change must begin at home. In this case, that home is with the two primary stakeholders in PM, the pharmaceutical and diagnostic industries. While both have made great strides in shifting their foci and adjusting their understandings and expectations of how PM can and should work, too many of the individuals toiling down in the engine rooms of the industry – in clinical R&D, as heads of asset teams and those tasked with the commercialization strategy – are receiving insufficient support.

A strong vision and direct guidance is needed on how to accomplish the Herculean task of shifting the very developmental foundation on which this industry rests.

The future, and not so distant future, possibilities of how PM may be integrated into the healthcare chain are intriguing – from initial steps of broadening the concept of companion diagnostics used to guide therapy beyond today’s mostly molecular focus to including the use of positron emission tomography scans and functional MRI in a future where we all carry our genome on a credit card-sized device in our wallets. However, as the vanguard of the movement toward those future possibilities, it is imperative that we keep our focus properly trained on today and the near-term possibilities in order to put into place a strong foundation for how to successfully build out the future of PM.
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